
 
 

Extraordinary Author ~ Motivational Speaker 
 
“I enthusiastically recommend Norman Bouchard’s 
29 Questions for the Ordinary Life. This powerful 
collection of essays teaches us that a question can 
open up universes of possibilities. Join the growing 
tide of realization that it is our questions—even more 
than our answers—that will set us free.” 
 
-  Dr. Roger W. Teel 

“Norm Bouchard's '29 Questions' illuminates what is 
and what isn’t working in your professional and 
personal life by showing that success is only as good 
as the questions you ask. This book is a must have 
for every personal and professional business library."  

– Brian Tracy 

"29 Questions for the Ordinary Life will serve to 
inspire, enlighten and encourage you to create a life 
that is extraordinary.  Norm Bouchard's words and 
wisdom serve as a guide, friend and Spirited-
cheerleader-reminding us all to live with passion, 
compassion and unwavering belief in God, yourself 
and the unlimited possibilities within us all." 
 
- Dr. James Rouse 
 

Norman L. Bouchard, B.A., M. Div., CSA 
Office: 303.475.6169  

Email Address: Contact@KarishMarketingGroup.com 
Website: www.NormanBouchard.com 



A much sought after motivational speaker, Norm Bouchard is a catalyst for 
change. Through humor, music, stories and interaction, Norm brings an 
intensity of feeling to the audience that implants a clear message that changes 
lives and thinking patterns.  

“I ask the questions that will 
change your life.”  Norm enables 
people to closely examine their 
assumptions and transform their 
perceptions. Norm’s messages have 
resulted in increased revenue and 
satisfaction for businesses and 
transformative life experiences for his 
audience.  
 

Norm’s presentations are called “life 
changing experiences”, 
“invaluable in support of our 
theme”, and “solid messages 

wrapped in gentle stories”.  
 
Norm’s background in counseling, supporting the aging adult and asking the right questions 
enables him to customize his message to connect with the hearts of the audience and change 
their lives. He has been honored as one of the top 4 motivational speakers by Weight Watchers 
International and is a leading advisor to Fortune 500 Companies. Most of all, Norm is 
passionate about asking questions to reveal how profound ordinary people’s lives really are. 
 
Norm’s book, 29 Questions for the Ordinary Life, Revealing the 
Profound Amidst the Ordinary, allows readers to know that the 

questions they ask in life will change everything. 
 

To Book Norm Bouchard for an event: 
Call 303-475-6169 or email Contact@KarishMarketingGroup.com

 www.normanbouchard.com

http://www.normanbouchard.com/


 
Ask yourself these questions: 

What one question are you afraid to ask right now? 
What would happen if you had the courage to ask the question? 

Are you ready for the answer? 
 
 

 
 
“This powerful collection of essays teaches us 
that questions can open up a universe of 
possibilities. Really great questions can 
transform our lives.” 

- Dr Roger W. Teel, Senior Minister and 
Spiritual Leader, Mile Hi Church 

“Norm Bouchard's '29 Questions' illuminates 
what is and what isn’t working in your 
professional and personal life by showing that 
success is only as good as the questions you 
ask.”  

- Brian Tracy, Internationally known 
speaker and best selling author 

Norm’s unique blend of humor, music, story telling and 
interaction brings an intensity of feeling that allows 
people to open to a new awareness of who they are 
and what they are meant to be.  
 
Norm Bouchard’s new book, 29 Questions for the 
Ordinary Life, Revealing the Profound Amidst the 
Ordinary, invites readers to know that the questions 
they ask in life will change everything. These thought-
provoking questions are answered through engaging 
and humorous stories that expose one of life’s most 
critical lessons: What you get in life is a direct 
result of the questions you put forth. If fear 
is holding you back from the life you truly see, then this 
book will empower you to release the limitations 
keeping you from your personal greatness. 
 
 

 
 
“A Good Question has the Power 

to Change Everything” 

 
29 Questions for the Ordinary Life:  

Revealing the Profound Amidst the Ordinary  
 

To Contact Norm Bouchard: 
Call 303-475-6169 or email Contact@KarishMarketingGroup.com
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Read Inspiring Testimonials on Norman’s Book 
 
 

“Only a few books touch me at a variety of levels: intellectual, emotional, spiritual, 
and the heart. Here’s one I enthusiastically recommend: Norman Bouchard’s 29 
Questions for the Ordinary Life. Reading this book, I was equally entertained, 
inspired and challenged. I laughed, sighed, wiped away tears, and then rededicated 
myself to exploring life beyond all my pat answers. This powerful collection of essays 
teaches us that a question can open up universes of possibilities. Really great 
questions can transform our lives—if we have the courage to keep asking and 
engaging them. Read this book, and then share it with family and friends! Join the 
growing tide of realization that it is our questions—even more than our answers—
that will set us free.” 
 

Dr. Roger W. Teel 
Senior Minister and Spiritual Leader, Mile Hi Church, Lakewood, Colorado 

 

“Norm Bouchard's '29 Questions' illuminates what is and what isn’t working in your 
professional and personal life by showing that success is only as good as the 
questions you ask. This book is a must have for every personal and 
professional business library."  

Brian Tracy 
Internationally known speaker and best selling author 

 
 
"29 Questions for Ordinary Life will serve to inspire, enlighten and encourage you to 
create a life that is extraordinary, Norm Bouchard's words and wisdom serve as a 
guide, friend and Spirited-cheerleader-reminding us all to live with passion, 
compassion and unwavering belief in God, yourself and the unlimited possibilities 
within us all." 
 

Dr. James Rouse 
Creator and Founder of Optimum Wellness Media 

 

“Norm Bouchard has created a book that supports us in looking at the ways we think 
and operate in our daily lives.  It is an easy and powerful way to examine beliefs and 
begin to make new choices.” 

Cynthia James 
Author “What Will Set You Free” 



Here is what people are saying about 
 Norm Bouchard’s past appearances 

 
 
As you can imagine, tax professionals are individuals who deal in facts and 
figures and seldom are receptive to presentations…at all levels, Mr. Bouchard 
performed splendidly, captivating the interest of all in attendance…the 
conversations the next morning was those who missed his presentation missed 
the highlight of the conference.” 

Beanna Witlock 
National Society of Tax Professionals 

 
“Norm’s presentation was characterized by quality, compassion and humor as 
well as music and multimedia. He is a natural entertainer … effectively weaving 
personal anecdotes and experience with research and statistics to impress upon 
his listeners … delightful delivery addressing some very difficult and challenging 
aspects … I was so impressed we invited him to give the keynote address.” 

Kate Wiles 
Webster University 

 
“Norm was instructional, informative, interesting and entertaining… As a result, I 
invited him to our meeting of AIMCO board partners...” 

Paul Kasik 
American Insurance Marketing Company 

 
“Norm is a wonderful speaker with a powerful message and his storytelling ability 
is beyond compare.” 

Linda Shaub 
Interim Healthcare, Inc. 

 
“Norman was a big hit! This is the third time I have had the pleasure of hearing 
Norman and he never disappoints… We tried to get Norman for an even larger 
group.”  

Gordon Jaus 
Financial Freedom 

 
“Norm’s participation in our annual event continues to be instrumental in 
providing needed information for my clients and makes a positive impact on our 
production for the year.” 

Carolyn Davenport 
CDI Financial 

 
To Contact Norm Bouchard: 

Call 303-475-6169 or email Contact@KarishMarketingGroup.com
 www.normbouchard.com
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